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ABSTRACT 
The relaxation method for linear inequalities iterates by projecting the current 
point onto the most violated constraint. Accelerated methods project onto the inter- 
section of several halfspaces or onto a surrogate halfspace corresponding to a 
nonnegative combination of constraints. We extend Todd’s conditions for finding best 
surrogate inequalities via the solution of systems of linear equations. Our techniques 
may be used for accelerating various methods for convex feasibility and optimization 
problems. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The relaxation method [Agm54, MoS54] f or 1 inear inequalities iterates by 
projecting the current point onto the halfspace corresponding to the most 
violated inequality. This method may suffer from slow convergence if the 
solution set is “flat” [Gof80], and an old remedy [Mer62] is to use surrogates 
(nonnegative combinations) of violated inequalities. The best surrogate 
[BGT81, GoT82] corresponds to projecting on the intersection of halfspaces 
of violated inequalities. This may, in general, be too expensive. 
In this article we extend Todd’s [Tod79] conditions for finding best 
surrogates via the solution of systems of linear equations. Our techniques may 
be used for accelerating various methods for set intersection, convex feasibil- 
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ity, and optimization problems; see, e.g., [BB96, Cen81, DP185, GP93, 
Kiw95, Kiw96a, Kiw96b, 0k092, Ott88, YaM92] and references therein. 
In Section 2, as in [GoT82], we highlight the connection between deepest 
surrogates and monotonicity of certain Gram matrices. Ways of ensuring this 
monotonicity are studied in Section 3. 
We use the following notation. We denote by ( - ; ) and I * 1 respectively 
the usual inner product and norm in [w”. P,(x) = arg min y E s Ix - yl de- 
notes the projection of x onto a closed convex set S in Iw”, and d,(x) = 
inf y,Sl~-yl.ForanysetticC”, lin & denotes its linear span, cone & = 
{a: a = Cr! 1 Aiai, ai ES’, Ai 2 0, m < w) denotes its convex conical hull, 
.dQI+ = {x: ( x, y ) > 0 Vy E _QJ’} denotes its positive polar cone, and d’ = 
(x: ( x, y ) = 0 Vy E &} denotes its orthogonal subspace. For a matrix A E 
R nXm, aij and ai denote its gth element and ith column respectively. Given 
a set YC (l:m}, A, denotes the matrix with columns ai, i ~3 Matrix 
inequalities hold componentwisely. We let rW: = 1 x E [w”: x > 01 and t + = 
max{t, O} b E [w. We need the following well-known result. 
LEMMA 1.1. A matrix G E RmXm is monotone, i.e., {v: Gv > 0) C R;l, 
ijf G-’ > 0. 
Proof. Suppose G is monotone. If GV = 0 then v > 0, and v < 0 from 
G(- v) = 0, so v=O and G-’ exists. For any v 2 0,O ( v = G(G-‘v) 
yields G-iv > 0, so G-i > 0. Conversely, if G-’ 2 0 and Gv > 0 then 
v = G-‘Gv > 0. ??
2. DEEPEST SURROGATE INEQUALITIES 
Given A E (wnx” and b E R’“, consider the system of linear inequalities 
( ai, x ) < bi, i = l:m, having a (possibly empty) solution set 9 = lx: Arr < 
b}. Suppose ai z 0 for i = 1:m. Then each inequality defines a closed 
halfspace Hi = {x: (a”, x) < bJ. In the classical relaxation method for find- 
ing a point in Z? = n y= 1 Hi, given a current point 3c’ E 9, one finds the next 
point X by projecting x’ on the halfspace Hi that is furthest from x’, since for 
faster convergence one wishes to maximize I ti - 21. By combining inequalities 
one can sometimes obtain halfspaces that are further from x’. 
If h E rW=, ah = AA, and bA = brh, then the surrogate inequality 
(a*\, x) < bA is valid ( ATx < b - hTATx < h?‘b). The deepest surrogate 
inequality that maximizes the distance ((a”, x’) - b,)+/la”l from x’ to Hh = 
{x: (aA, x > < b,} corresponds to 
h E Arg max(8TA/lAAI: A >, 0}, (2.1) 
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where s’ := A7‘X - b 6 0 (5 e 9). Clearly, if 9 # 0 then Hi iz the unique 
halfspace containing 9’ that is furthest from 2, and Hi = {x: (a, x: - X > > 
Idi’}, where d’= P,(Z) - f (since for any halfspace H 3 P’(X), dH(3cc) < 
- d,< X) unless P,(S) = P9( 2)). Of course, d solves the quadratic program- 
ming (QP) problem 
d’= arg min{ldl”/2: ATd < -“}. (2.2) 
By duality, we may equivalently find its (possibly nonunique) Lagrange 
multiplier vector 
i E Arg min{ 1 AhI’/ - $‘A: h 2 O}. (2.3) 
Indeed, by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, 2 and i satisfy (2.2)-(2.3) 
iff d’ = -Ai, AT2 < -s’, i > 0, and ir( ATd + S) = O.-Hence s’?‘i = 181” 
and (a^, x’) - lJl2 = iTAT - gTAi + bT i = bi, so (a”, x) < bi iff <a, x 
- 5) 2 IdI”, and PH, (2) = P,(x’). 
Of course, finding the deepest surrogate inequality via (2.1)-(2.3) may be 
too expensive. The next result helps in selecting subsets of inequalities for 
which the projections are “easy.” For any/C {l:m), let+= {a’), t9, YY= 
{x: A>x Q b,), gy = {d: A>d < --zy), and G,, = A>A,. If 9$ # 0, let 
d;s, = 99$O>, so that &, = PpY( 2) - II: from Zz = A>? - by. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
and Zcs, = 
Suppose 9 c {km) and rank A, = 191. Let h, = G&?y 
-A,jY. Then &, = arg min (ldl”/2: A>d = -S$}. Further, 
zcs, = &, = Jiy 2 0 @ 
h, E Arg max{ s$TA,/l A,A,l: AY > 0). (2.4) 
In particular, (2.4) holds iffs$ > 0 and GTJ > 0. 
Proof. The corresponding QP p ro bl ems have unique solutions and mul- 
tipliers. W 
The next section shows how to choose 9 with CT> > 0, as required in 
Lemma 2.1. 
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3. CHOOSING A MONOTONE GRAM MATRIX 
Our first result on monotone Gram matrices facilitates geometric inter- 
pretations. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = ATA be the Gram matrix of A E [w “’ m and let 
N = {a”),: 1. Then G is monotone iff rank A = m and &’ n lin & C cone ti, 
i.e., cone LZ’ is obtuse in lin ti. 
Proof. If G is monotone and A/_L EM+ for some /J then G/.L = AT 
Ap 2 0 yields p 2 0, so Ap E cone.@‘, whereas rank A = rank G = m by 
Lemma 1.1. For the converse, if ATAp 3 0 and Ap = Ap’ for some IL’ 2 0 
then rank A = m yields CL = p1 > 0. ??
The first part of the following result is well known (cf. [Bj690, DBMS79, 
LaH74]). 
LEMMA 3.2. LA A E [WnXm have rank A = m, let G = ATA, let A’ = 
G-‘A*, let Fi E [w”, let R be an m X m upper triangular- matrix satisfying 
RTR = G, let r, jI E [w” satisfy R?‘r = ATFi and Rj2 = - r, and let p = (/al2 - 
lr12Y2. Then ii = arg min, 1 Ap + al and p = 1 AL + ~1. More- 
-- 
over, if x = [A, a], c = ArA and R = , then RTR = c and rank 
R = rank A, with rank x = m + 1 $f p’ # O.‘&ther, 
ti> p # 0 iffG_’ exists, in which case 
G-1 = G-' + j!ijIiT/p2 p/p2 = E-‘E-T 
CLT/P2 l/P2 1 
R-1 = R-’ 
0 
-,,,P] = [“u’ w;]. 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
3x’: XT2 
ATX’ < 0. 
(u> 
(vi) 
E is monotone iff p z 0, p > 0 and p2G-’ + EL* > 0. 
jl>OiflZE -cone -PI +& , where JZZ = {a’},: 1. 
If G is monotone and jli > 0 then G is monotone * p > 0 * 
< 0 e 3x’: ZTx’ < 0 and AT? < 0 = Fi # 0 and 3:: ET? < 0 and 
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Proof. Since 1 ApI= 1 Rp(LVZ_q rank A = rank R, R-’ exists and RTR = 
XTL iff 
with [A/J i 7i(‘= IA 
1) 
‘;” 1’ = [Rp + r12 + p2 minimized by ii = -R-‘r. 
Assertion (i) is verified by direct calculation. Assertion (ii) follows from (i) and 
Lemma 1.1, To prove (iii), note that Zi = Plinsla + P,L~, where PlindC = 
-Aji. As for (iv), if G-’ > 0 (cf. Lemma 1.1) let x’ = -AT-‘e, where 
e = (1, . . . . l)T, to get XT; < 0. Conversely, if aTx’ < 0 and AT; < 0 then 
p # 0, since otherwise a = - -Ap would yield 0 > ?iTx’ = -pTAT; 2 0, a 
contradiction, and similarly p # 0 if ?ITx’ < 0, AT< < 0, and a # 0 (other- 
wise 0 > aTf = -pTATX^ > 0 would yield ii = 0 and a = 0). Hence G- ’ 2 0 
by (ii) and Lemma 1.1. (v) and (vi) follow from (i), since p = - G-‘ATii. ??
COROLLARY 3.3 [Tod79, Theorem 41. Zf A E Iw”’ m is such thut G = 
ATA has nonpositive off-diagonal entries then G is monotone * AT? < 0 for 
some x’ * R is monotone, where R is the unique Cholesky factor of G having 
a positive diagonal. 
Proof. If ATX’ < 0, apply Lemma 3.2 inductively to get G-’ 2 0 and 
R-’ > 0. If G-’ exists, let x’ = -AG-‘e. Finally, if R-’ > 0 then G-r = 
R-lR-T 2 0. ??
A surrogate projection method [Kiw94] for finding a point in 9 = 
{x: ATx < b} runs as follows. At iteration k, given the current iterate xk, 
sk=Axk-bk0 and a control index ik such that st > 0 (e.g., ik E Arg 
maxi sk), choose Z = Zk C (1:m) such that ik E Zk and G,, = ATA, is mono- 
tone, pick a stepsize tk E (0,2), and set xk+r = xk - tk A,( AT A,)-‘s,k = 
x k + tk[ Pg,,(x k, - x k I (cf. Lemma 2.1). To choose Zk, starting with G1; ’ > 
0 and sf 2 0 (e.g., Z = {ik}), we may repeatedly augument Z with any 
i E {l:m} \ Z such that Ala’ Q 0 and either s,! > 0, or s/ = 0 and either 
.sj > 0 or rank Aluti 
(since rank A, v ti) = 
= 111 + 1, detecting .s@ = 0 if rank AIutik = IZ( 
1ZI + 1 if L?’ Z 0 by Le mma 3.2(iv) with I E LP - xk). 
It is natural to choose Zk as large as possible, although one need not insist on 
maximality. Note that checking ATa’ < 0 as in [Tod79] instead of A;a’ < 0 
(cf. Lemma 3.2(v)) may unnecessarily reject i if AFa’ 44 0 but Ala’ < 0, 
whereas the cost of computing A:a’ need not be much higher than that of 
ATa’ I * 
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Using the Cholesloj factorization G,, = R?‘R, we may compute ii1 = 
-Ata’ from RTR& = -ATa” and update R as in Lemma 3.2, finally finding 
x1 = G,‘s,k from RTRA, = s,“. Iterative refinement may be employed to 
improve accuracy in the presence of rounding errors. Alternatively, one may 
use any stable method, e.g., the Gram-Schmidt process with reorthogonaliza- 
tion, to compute the “skinny” QR-factorization A, = QR, where Q is 
orthonormal. In practice detecting rank A, U (il = I Z I will require tolerances 
tuned to the factorization of A,. All these aspects are treated in depth in, 
e.g., [Bj690, Fle87, GMW91, GVL89]. 
This research was supported by the State Committee for Scienti$c Re- 
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